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D I S L O C A T I O N O F T E N B E G E T S N E W P E R S P E C T I V E S .  In 2005,

while having windows on their Miami Beach house updated to hurricane

grade, a couple with two sons nearing college age temporarily moved into a

condominium. They figured it could be a way to experiment with the down-

sized, smaller-scale living many empty nesters eventually gravitate toward. But,

after a few months, says the wife, “we looked at each other and said, ‘We’re

never going to be happy in a condo.’ We decided to build a bigger house we

could grow old in, where the kids could come back with their own children

and, hopefully, grandchildren.”

Coincidentally, they’d recently purchased a waterside parcel a block from their

existing home on one of the exclusive residential islands in Biscayne Bay.

And, impressed by another house architect and builder Zeb W. Jarosz, of Z.W.

Jarosz Architect and Jarosz Development in Coconut Grove, had erected

nearby, they hired him to realize their dream. 

ARCHITECTURE Zeb W. Jarosz, AIA, Z.W. Jarosz Architect, P.A.

INTERIOR DESIGN Holmes Newman, Holmes Newman & Partners, Inc.

HOME BUILDER Zeb W. Jarosz, Jarosz Development Corp.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Jorge Sanchez and Phil Maddux, ASL          A, 

Sanchez & Maddux, Inc.

BEDROOMS 4 BATHROOMS 8 SQUARE FEET 9,500

WRITTEN BY JORGE S.  ARANGO 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TROY CAMPBELL
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ENTRY LEVEL

The scaled-down foyer is nevertheless quite a luxurious
affair, featuring a “marble carpet” from Paris Ceramics
in New York and a desk designed by Bunny Williams
from John Rosselli Antiques & Decorations in New York.
A work by Brazilian-born artist Vik Muniz is reflected in the
antique mirror from Sentimento Antiques in New York. 
The lamp is from Chameleon Fine Lighting in New York. 

“I wanted a house that looked like it had been built at Miami Beach’s inception,

when the islands were first dredged from the sea,” recalls the wife. Jarosz drafted

a Mediterranean Revival-style villa with thick walls clad in indigenous keystone.

Then the couple retained interior designer Holmes Newman, of Miami’s Holmes

Newman & Partners, who collaborated with Jarosz on the interior space planning.

“We’re definitely less-is-more kind of people,” observes the wife. “It was very

much our desire—and a Holmes trademark—to deliver an understated,

serene environment.” 
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PROPORTION CONTROL

In the library, interior designer Holmes Newman
lowered the ceiling to give it better scale. The
walls, lined with custom millwork by Exotic
Woodworking in Hollywood, complement an
antique desk and wing chairs from Yale R. Burge
Antiques in New York. A chandelier from Marvin
Alexander in New York adds an elegant touch,
while doors from Peetz Windows and Doors in
Weston lead to a putting green.
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GALLERY STROLL

An oil-on-canvas by Brooklyn artist Claire Sherman adds 
dramatic impact to the neoclassical first-floor hallway. 
“I don’t like those spaces to be too narrow,” says Newman,
who intended it as a gallery for the clients’ growing collection.
He and architect Zeb Jarosz made it almost 8 feet wide
and then divided it into sections using arches, each with
its own threshold, and custom lanterns from Chameleon Fine
Lighting. The flooring is from KeysGranite in Miami.

That desire called for some alterations to the original plan, which stipulated, for

instance, a grand, spiral stone staircase in the entry hall. “We moved it to a more

discreet area and brought the foyer to a more human scale,” says Newman. He

also dropped ceilings in that space and in the library “to make them more intimate.”

A long hallway forming a connective spine for many of the public rooms “was

broken up into a rhythm of arches punctuated by lanterns so it didn’t look

like a bowling alley,” he explains. And he specified simple, linear crown moldings

sans dentils, acanthus carvings or other ornate details. (He also cleverly concealed

air-conditioning vents in the moldings to keep everything visually pristine.)
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DINING IN

Rather than a traditional buffet, Newman placed commodes
by Dessin Fournir in each of the dining room’s four corners
and topped them with Queen Anne-style mirrors by Rose
Tarlow Melrose House. The dining chairs, covered in Holly
Hunt fabric, are by Dessin Fournir, and the custom dining
table is by Rose Tarlow Melrose House. The 19th-century,
Georgian crystal chandelier from John Rosselli Antiques
& Decorations is dressier than other fixtures in the home,
which suits the room’s function as the nexus for more
formal entertaining.
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OLD SCHOOL

French baked-oak parquet floors from
Cavendish Grey in New York, Gregorius |
Pineo’s Chinnery side chairs purchased 
at Kneedler-Fauchère in West Hollywood,
California, and a chandelier from John
Rosselli Antiques & Decorations impart a
more conservative brand of traditionalism
in the breakfast room than the modern
expression of the style that predominates
throughout the house—though, thanks to 
a contemporary work by Martin Kline,
observes Newman, “it’s still cohesive.”

Which is not to say there is an absence of formality. The husband, a history buff

passionate about old English libraries, with their wall-to-wall books housed in

richly stained millwork, got one of his own. The dining room—where the own-

ers host political functions, charity fundraisers and dinner parties related to the

annual creative frenzy of Art Basel—was crowned with a more ornate chande-

lier (though Newman had all its hurricanes removed) and four commodes paired

with Queen Anne mirrors (whose chinoiserie he instructed the manufacturer to

tone down). “It’s hardly minimal,” he admits, “but nothing screams at you. It’s

not cluttered, and the color palette is easy to live with.” The soothing silvery-

blue and gray palette extends to the living room, too.

There is also a conspicuous lack of pattern, something that emerged quite organ-

ically. “Our object was a place to come home to and take a breath,” says the wife,

“and, as we went through colors and fabrics, it just became an understanding.”
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WHITE OUT

Calacatta Oro marble countertops from KeysGranite
and Exotic Woodworking’s cabinetry are traditional
foils for more modern, industrial-chic pendant
lamps from Holly Hunt. The kitchen looks onto the
family room through a 10-foot opening, encouraging
socialization with family and friends. But pocket
doors can close it off when the kitchen’s double
islands are abuzz with caterers.
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SLEEP IN

An antique, Japanese paper screen from Midori Gallery in
Coconut Grove sates the husband’s taste for traditional art.
It’s the focal point of a room that groups a Dessin Fournir
four-poster bed with Madeline Stuart nightstands, Marvin
Alexander lamps and a Rose Tarlow Melrose House chaise
covered in Holly Hunt fabric. The rug is by Odegard in
Miami. Overlooking the pool cabana, the room boasts one
of the few window treatments in the house, which ensures
privacy and darkness for sleeping.

The sense of relaxed luxury is instead expressed in textures: shimmery silks

and supple velvets. Perhaps the greatest testament to the home’s sense of

timeless, comfortable elegance is the fact that many visitors ask how much

renovation was done to achieve the look. But, more than aesthetics, the 

ultimate goal was functionality.

“Holmes made it his mission to find out how we lived,” says the wife. “He

understood this was a house for living, not showcasing; friends and family

were the reasons for its existence.” L
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BATHED IN LUXURY

The chandelier in the master bath was the only
object the owners brought from their previous
home. Newman deployed it here as a hint of
whimsy in an otherwise soothingly sedate bath
characterized by a variety of textures: hemp-
covered walls by Donghia juxtaposed with polished,
subway wall tiles and hexagonal honed-marble
floor tiles from Waterworks in Miami. The bathtub
is by Michael S. Smith from Kallista.


